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Internal symmetries can be used to classify multiple solutions to the time energy canonical com-
mutation relation (TE-CCR). The dynamical behavior of solutions to the TE-CCR posessing par-
ticular internal symmetries involving time reversal differ significantly from solutions to the TE-CCR
without those particular symmetries, implying a connection between the internal symmetries of a
quantum system, its internal unitary dynamics, and the TE-CCR.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The status of time as a quantum mechanical observable
has attracted, and continues to attract, much attention
and controversy. Today, the status of time as a quan-
tum observable continues to remain controversial due to
a lack of a generalized approach in representing quantum
time observables. As proof, numerous quantum time ob-
servables corresponding to a given physical system have
been constructed using different procedures; examples of
such quantum time observables are provided in references
[1–21].
However, a generalized approach towards the repre-
sentation of time as a quantum observable is detailed in
references [22, 23]. In this approach, time is represented
as an operator which satisfies the time-energy canoni-
cal commutation relation (TE-CCR) (TH− HT) |φ〉 =
±i~ |φ〉 , where H is the Hamiltonian operator corre-
sponding to the system in which the TE-CCR is for-
mulated, and T is a time operator, or a solution to the
TE-CCR. This approach implies that one can obtain a
multitude of quantum time observables for a physical sys-
tem simply by solving the TE-CCR. Applications of this
approach towards the construction of quantum time ob-
servables for a particular physical system are detailed in
references [24–30]. The time observables constructed in
these references have attracted interest for both math-
ematical and physical reasons. In particular, the time
operator constructed in reference [24] has been shown
by Arai [31] to be a generalized time operator, as well
as relevant to the perturbation expansion of the system
Hamiltonian.
This generalized approach towards constructing quan-
tum time observables leads to a multitude of quantum
time observables for a given system, giving rise to a need
for a mechanism to distinguish between these quantum
time observables. Such a possible mechanism has been
detailed in reference [32], where it was shown that one
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can distinguish between multiple solutions to the TE-
CCR using their corresponding canonical domains, which
are subspaces of H within which the TE-CCR is valid, as
well as the system’s internal unitary dynamics. Such a
mechanism for physically distinguishing between multi-
ple solutions to the TE-CCR is significant, since it shows
that there is a possible relationship between time and the
internal unitary dynamics of the system, allowing for a
better understanding of the nature of time as a quantum
observable. However, there is the question of whether it
is possible to distinguish between multiple solutions to
the TE-CCR of the same category, i. e. multiple solu-
tions to the TE-CCR with identical canonical domains.
This question is significant, since a negative answer to
this question implies that, from a physical point of view,
multiple solutions to the TE-CCR of the same category
are identical to each other, so one can use any of those
solutions to the TE-CCR to represent the quantum time
observable corresponding to those solutions.
To be able to answer this question, we construct so-
lutions to the TE-CCR of closed and dense category re-
spectively, and show that the resulting solutions to the
TE-CCRmay be distinguished from each other using par-
ticular internal symmetries involving time reversal. We
then use the methods first described in reference [32] in
order to determine whether one will be able to distin-
guish between multiple solutions to the TE-CCR of the
same category via the system’s internal unitary dynam-
ics. The results of these investigations, which will be
presented later in the paper, then imply that indeed, it
is possible to distinguish between multiple solutions to
the TE-CCR of the same category using not just the sys-
tem’s internal unitary dynamics, but also using certain
internal symmetries which involve time reversal.
This paper represents our continuing efforts to under-
stand the nature of time as a quantum observable. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we give an overview of previous work done concerning
multiple solutions to the TE-CCR of different categories.
In sections III and IV, we show how multiple solutions to
the TE-CCR of the same category can be mathematically
and physically distinguishedfrom each other using partic-
ular internal symmetries involving time reversal and the
2system’s internal unitary dynamics. We summarize our
findings in section V.
II. THE TIME - ENERGY CANONICAL
COMMUTATION RELATION
Based on discussions on the mathematical properties
of canonical commutation relations in reference [23], the
TE-CCR is valid only within a subspace DC of the
Hilbert space H, where DC is the canonical domain of
the TE-CCR, which may either be dense or non-dense.
If DC is dense, then the time operator corresponding to
DC is said to be a solution to the TE-CCR of dense cat-
egory. If, on the other hand, DC is non-dense, then its
closure is a proper subspace of H, so DC is said to be
closed, and the time operator corresponding to DC is
said to be a solution to the TE-CCR of closed category.
A particular system in which a TE-CCR can be for-
mulated and which was first described in references
[25, 27] is a structureless particle of mass µ confined
within a potential-free segment of the real line with
endpoints at −l and l, l > 0. The Hilbert space
H = L2[−l, l] is attached to this system. The Hamilto-
nian for this system is defined as Hγ = (2µ)
−1p2γ , where
pγ = −i~∂q is a self-adjoint momentum operator whose
domain is comprised of all elementsϕ(q) of H whose
derivatives are square integrable and which satisfy the
boundary conditions ϕ(−l) = e−2iγϕ(l). We note that
the eigenfunctions of Hγ have the explicit form φ
γ
k(q) =
(2l)−1/2 exp
[
iq
l (γ + kpi)
]
and their corresponding eigen-
values have the form Ek,γ = (2µ)
−1
(
~l−1
)2
(γ + kpi)2.
In reference [23], it has been shown that multiple solu-
tions to the TE-CCR formulated in the system described
in the previous paragraph exist, with nothing to math-
ematically forbid their existence. Two such solutions to
this TE-CCR which were considered in reference [23] are
the characteristic time operator (CTO) Tγ,2, which is of
dense category and which was first presented in reference
[24], and the confined quantum time of arrival operator
(CTOA operator) Tγ,1, which is of closed category and
which was first presented in reference [25]. These solu-
tions to the TE-CCR were also shown in reference [32]
to be distinct from each other with respect to the sys-
tem’s internal unitary dynamics. As such, one can then
distinguish between multiple solutions to the TE-CCR
of different categories by means of either their canonical
domain or the system’s internal unitary dynamics.
The use of the internal unitary dynamics to differen-
tiate between the CTOA operator and the CTO has its
origins in the use of the internal unitary dynamics to
provide a physical interpretation for these time opera-
tors, a method which was first demonstrated in references
[25, 27]. The standard way to interpret such operators
would be via the quantum measurement postulate, which
states that when a quantum observable is measured, the
results of such a measurement of the observable will be
one of the eigenvalues of the operator which represents
the quantum observable in Hilbert space. Furthermore,
such a measurement may be taken at any instant of time.
In the case of a quantum time operator then, its eigenval-
ues will have units of time, and there can be countably
many results obtained in taking a quantum measurement
of a quantum time observable. A problem then occurs
when we consider that the quantum measurement can be
taken at any instant of time. The problem occurs be-
cause, as stated earlier, any one of the countably many
eigenvalues of the quantum time operator correspond-
ing to the quantum time observable being measured can
emerge as the result of measuring such an observable.
So it is possible then that at an instant of time equal
to 15 seconds, the result of a quantum measurement of a
quantum time observable will be one of the eigenvalues of
the operator representation of that quantum observable
whose magnitude is 3 seconds, in which case the quan-
tum measurement postulate is inadequate in resolving
this apparent paradox. Thus there is a need to devise
a mechanism to physically interpret these time opera-
tors without having to resort to the use of the quantum
measurement postulate, a mechanism provided by the
system’s internal unitary dynamics.
However, there now arises the question of how one can
distinguish between multiple solutions to the TE-CCR
of the same category, i. e. multiple solutions to the TE-
CCR with identical canonical domains. To be able to an-
swer this question, there is a need to determine a math-
ematical property of a given solution to the TE-CCR
which is independent of the solution’s canonical domain;
this mathematical property can then be utilized to distin-
guish between multiple solutions to the TE-CCR of the
same category. There is also a need to determine whether
multiple solutions to the TE-CCR of the same category
have identical dynamical behaviors. If a mathematical
property is found that can be utilized to distinguish be-
tween multiple soltuions to the TE-CCR of the same cat-
egory, and if multiple solutions to the TE-CCR of the
same category do not have identical dynamical behav-
iors, then one can distinguish between multiple solutions
to the TE-CCR not just using a certain mathematical
property, but also by means of the system’s internal uni-
tary dynamics. We will attempt to answer this question
in the next two sections of the paper.
III. EXISTENCE OF MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
TO THE TE-CCR OF CLOSED CATEGORY
Let us first consider multiple solutions to the TE-CCR
described in the previous section, all of which which have
non-dense, or closed, canonical domains. One possible
solution to the TE-CCR of closed category has been de-
scribed in references [25, 27]. This solution to the TE-
CCR is known as the confined quantum time of arrival
(CTOA) operator, constructed via Weyl quantization of
the classical arrival time t = −µqp−1 for this system. It
is this solution to the TE-CCR that we use to generate
3other solutions to the TE-CCR of closed category.
To see how the CTOA operator can be used to gener-
ate other solutions to the TE-CCR of closed category, let
us consider the classical arrival time for a given particle
defined in an arbitrary physical system. The most gen-
eral quantization of the classical arrival time for a given
particle will result in the following operator:
T = −µ
qp−1 + p−1q+ is(qp−1 − p−1q)
2
(1)
where q and p−1 are the position and inverse momentum
operators for the system, and s is a real number denoting
the method of quantization used. Now for the physical
system described in the previous section, equation 1 can
be expressed in position representation as follows:
(Tγ,s,1ϕ) (q) =
∫ l
−l
〈q|Tγ,s,1 |q
′〉Tγ,s,1(q, q
′)ϕ(q′)dq′ (2)
for γ 6= 0, where 〈q|Tγ,s,1 |q
′〉 has the form
〈q|Tγ,s,1 |q
′〉 = −
µ
4~ sin γ
×
(
eiγH(q − q′) + e−iγH(q′ − q)
)
((q + q′) + is(q − q′))
(3)
and
(T0,s,1ϕ) (q) =
∫ l
−l
〈q|T0,s,1 |q
′〉ϕ(q′)dq′
(4)
for γ = 0, and where 〈q|T0,s,1 |q
′〉 has the form
〈q|T0,s,1 |q
′〉 = −
µi
4~
((q + q′) + is(q − q′))sgn(q − q′)
+
µi
4~l
(
(q2 − q′2)− is(q − q′)2
)
(5)
We note that equation 5 was first stated in reference [33].
The first terms in equations 3 and 5 are just the kernels
for the CTOA operators Tγ,1 and T0,1 respectively, and
correspond to the term 2−1µ
(
qp−1 + p−1q
)
in equation
1. The second term in equations 3 and 5, on the other
hand, correspond to the term 2−1isµ
(
qp−1 − p−1q
)
in
equation 1 which in turn commutes with the Hamilto-
nian Hγ . It can be shown that equations 3 and 5 are
square integrable, which implies that the operators Tγ,s,1
and T0,s,1 are self-adjoint and compact. As such, the op-
erators Tγ,s,1 and Tγ,s,1 are constructed by adding to
the CTOA operators Tγ,1 and T0,1 a term which com-
mutes with the Hamiltonian, but which at the same time
ensures the self-adjointness and compactness of the re-
sulting operators.
Since the second term of the operators Tγ,s,1 and T0,s,1
commute with the Hamiltonian, the canonical domains of
the operators Tγ,s,1 and Tγ,1 are identical, and so are the
canonical domains of the operators T0,s,1 and T0,1. And
since s is a real number, there are an infinite number
of solutions to the TE-CCR Tγ,s,1 and T0,s,1 that can
exist, each of which can be distinguished from each other
by means of their corresponding values of s. However,
is it still possible to distinguish, either mathematically
or physically, between multiple solutions to the TE-CCR
Tγ,s,1 without having to determine the exact value of the
parameter s corresponding to them? We will answer this
question in the next subsection, and in so doing we will be
able to clarify the role of the parameter s corresponding
to the solution to the TE-CCR Tγ,s,1 of closed category.
A. Use of Internal Symmetries to Distinguish
Between Multiple Solutions to the TE-CCR
The role of the parameter s in Tγ,s,1 can be deter-
mined by examining the internal symmetries satisfied by
Tγ,s,1. It was shown in references [25, 27] that the CTOA
operator Tγ,1 satisfies the following internal symmetries:
Π−1Θ−1Tγ,1ΘΠ = −Tγ
Θ−1Tγ,1Θ = −T−γ
Π−1Tγ,1Π = T−γ
(6)
where Π is the parity reversal operator, (Πϕ) (q)ϕ(−q) =
and Θ is the time reversal operator, (Θϕ) (q) = ϕ ∗ (q).
The physical significance of these internal symmetries
were discussed in reference [27]. It can be shown that
none of these symmetries are satisfied by Tγ,s,1if s 6= 0,
due to the presence of the second term in equation 3.
As such, the parameter s corresponding to Tγ,s,1 serves
to break three particular internal symmetries for Tγ,s,1,
with the explicit form of those symmetries given by equa-
tion 6, and we can then mathematically distinguish be-
tween Tγ,s,1 and Tγ,1 in terms of the internal symmetries
specified in equation 6.
It was also shown in references [25, 27] that the CTOA
operator T0,1 satisfies the following internal symmetries:
Θ−1T0,1Θ = −T0
Π−1T0,1Π = T0
(7)
The physical significance of these internal symmetries are
discussed in reference [27]. None of these symmetries are
satisfied by T0,s,1, again due to the presence of the second
term in equation 5. So the role of s as an internal sym-
metry breaking parameter is further underscored, and we
then see that the CTOA operator T0,1 differs from the
solution to the TE-CCR T0,s,1 respectively with respect
to the internal symmetry given in equation 7.
We pay particular attention to the second internal
symmetry specified in equation 6 and the first internal
symmetry specified in equation 7. Those internal sym-
metries, which involve the use of the time reversal opera-
tor alone, correspond to the following symmetry obeyed
4by the classical arrival time:
− t(q, p) = t(q,−p) (8)
We note that equation 8 implies that a reversal of the
classical arrival time can be carried out by a reversal
of momentum. However, the second internal symmetry
specified in equation 6 implies that due to the presence
of the phase factor γ, in order for a full time reversal
to occur, the phase must be reversed as well, since only
by reversing the phase can the momentum be reversed.
Because of this additional phase reversal operation, the
second internal symmetry in equation 6 cannot be con-
sidered as a full time reversal symmetry despite it being
the quantum analogue of equation 8. Instead, we call
this internal symmetry τ -symmetry. However, the first
internal symmetry in equation 7 does not involve a re-
versal of the phase factor γ in order for full time reversal
to take place, and merely requires that the momentum
be reversed; this internal symmetry is then said to be
a proper time reversal operation. As such, we then say
that the CTOA operator Tγ,1 is τ -symmetric, whereas
the solution to the TE-CCR Tγ,s,1 is non τ -symmetric.
Similarly, we say that the CTOA operator T0,1 is time
reversal symmetric, whereas the solution to the TE-CCR
Tγ,s,1 is non time reversal symmetric. We note that time
reversal symmetry is a special case of τ -symmetry, which
can only be seen when γ = 0.
B. Physical Implications of τ -symmetry
We have shown in the previous section that it is possi-
ble to distinguish between the solutions to the TE-CCR
Tγ,1 and Tγ,s,1 as well as the solutions to the TE-CCR
T0,1 and T0,s,1 via the internal symmetries given by equa-
tions 6 and 7 respectively. An effect of the lack of τ -
symmetry in Tγ,s,1 is that unlike the CTOA operator,
all positive eigenvalues of Tγ,s,1 will not have negative
eigenvalue counterparts of equal magnitude; that is, if τn
is a positive eigenvalue of Tγ,s,1, then there will exist no
negative eigenvalue −τn′ of Tγ,s,1 such that |−τn′ | = |τn|.
However, this is not just the only effect of the lack of
τ -symmetry in Tγ,s,1. To be able to determine other ef-
fects of the lack of τ -symmetry in Tγ,s,1, we will compare
the time evolution of the eigenfunctions of Tγ,1 with the
eigenfunctions of Tγ,s,1, and the time evolution of the
eigenfunctions of T0,s,1 with the eigenfunctions of T0,s,1.
1. Computation of the Eigenfunctions and the Eigenvalues
of Tγ,s,1
Before we can actually do so, however, let us first de-
termine the explicit form of the eigenfunctions of Tγ,s,1.
First note that the eigenvalue equation for Tγ,s,1 can be
written in the following form:
ϕs,1n,γ,ν(q) = −
µ
4τn~ sin γ
∫ l
−l
((q + q′) + is(q − q′))×
(
eiγH(q − q′) + e−iγH(q′ − q)
)
ϕs,1n,γ,ν(q
′)dq′
(9)
where ϕs,1n,γ,ν are the eigenfunctions of Tγ,s,1 and τn the
corresponding eigenvalues. We solve for the eigenfunc-
tions and eigenvalues of Tγ,s,1 in the same manner that
we solved for the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the
CTOA operator in reference [25, 27]. In doing so, we
find that the explicit form of the eigenvalues of Tγ,s,1
will have the explicit form
ϕs,1n,γ,ν(q) = A0 1F1
(
3 + is
4
;
1
2
;−irn
q2
l2
)
+
α1q 1F1
(
5 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irνn
q2
l2
)
(10)
where 1F1(a; b;x) are hypergeometric functions, A0 is the
normalization constant, rνn = ±
µl2
2τn~
, with τn the nth
eigenvalue of Tγ,s,1, and
α1 =
3A0 1F1
(
3+is
4
; 3
2
;−irνn
)
(i− s)rνn
l tan γ
(
rνn(1 − is) 1F1
(
5+is
4
; 5
2
;−irνn
)
−
3i 1F1
(
5+is
4
; 3
2
;−irνn
)
) (11)
On the other hand, the eigenvalues τn of Tγ,s,1 are the
roots of the characteristic equation T11T22 − T21T12 = 0,
where
T11 =1 F1
(
3 + is
4
;
1
2
;−irνn
)
−
rνne
−iγ(1 + is)
sin γ
1F1
(
3 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irνn
)
T12 = −l 1F1
(
5 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irνn
)
+
rνne
−iγ l(1− is)
3 sin γ
1F1
(
5 + is
4
;
5
2
;−irνn
)
T21 =1 F1
(
3 + is
4
;
1
2
;−irνn
)
+
rνne
iγ(1 + is)
sin γ
1F1
(
3 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irνn
)
T22 = l 1F1
(
5 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irνn
)
+
rνne
iγ l(1− is)
3 sin γ
1F1
(
5 + is
4
;
5
2
;−irνn
)
(12)
2. Special Case: Tpi/2,s,1
We consider the operator Tpi/2,s,1 separately from
Tγ,s,1, where γ 6= pi/2 as a special case, since when γ
5assumes this value, the boundary conditions governing
the elements of the domain of the Hamiltonian of the
system assume the form ϕ(−l) = −ϕ(l), which are an-
tiperiodic. For this case, the eigenfunctions of Tpi/2,s,1 as
given in equation 10, bifurcate into odd and even parity
components. Explicitly, these eigenfunctions will have
the form
ϕs,1,en,pi/2,ν(q) = A0 1F1
(
3 + is
4
;
1
2
;−irνn
q2
l2
)
(13)
ϕs,1,on,pi/2,ν(q) = qA1 1F1
(
5 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irνn
q2
l2
)
(14)
where A0 and A1 are normalization constants and the
notations e and o in the superscript denoting whether the
eigenfunction has even or odd parity, respectively. On the
other hand, the characteristic equations corresponding
to ϕs,e,1n,pi/2,ν(q) and ϕ
s,o,1
n,pi/2,ν(q) respectively will have the
following explicit form:
−
irn(1 + is)
l sin γ
1F1
(
3 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irn
)
+
1F1
(
3 + is
4
;
1
2
;−irn
)
= 0 (15)
ilrn(1− is)
3 sin γ
1F1
(
5 + is
4
;
5
2
;−irn
)
+
l 1F1
(
5 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irn
)
= 0 (16)
The roots of these equations will then give us the eigen-
values corresponding to the eigenfunctions of Tpi/2,s,1.
3. Computation of the Eigenfunctions and the Eigenvalues
of T0,s,1
For the solution to the TE-CCR T0,s,1, we use the
same techniques used to solve for the eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues of the CTOA operator T0,s,1. In doing so, we
find that T0,s,1 will have two sets of linearly independent
eigenfunctions. The explicit form of the first set, which
is of odd parity and which we designate as ϕs,1,on,0,ν , is iden-
tical to the odd parity eigenfunctions of Tpi/2,s,1, given
by equation 14. Furthermore, the characteristic equa-
tion which gives the eigenvalues corresponding to the odd
parity eigenfunctions ϕs,1,on,0,ν(q) is identical to equation 16.
On the other hand, it can be shown that the second set of
eigenfunctions of T0,s,1, which we designate as ϕ
s,1,e
n,0,ν(q),
will have the following explicit form:
ϕs,1,en,0,ν(q) = A0F1
(
3 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irνn
q2
l2
)
+
2A0(1− is)
1 + 3is
1F1
(
3 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irνn
q2
l2
)
(17)
FIG. 1: (Color Online) Quantum carpets generated by
ϕs,1,o
n,pi/2,+
(q, t) corresponding to the eigenvalue closest to t =
0.01 as a function of both position and time, for l = 1 and
s = 0 (a), s = 5 (b), s = 10 (c) and s = 15 (d), with γ = pi/2.
In this figure and in succeding figures, all units are in atomic
units.
with rνn = ±
µl2
2τn~
the roots of the characteristic equation
µil2(1 + is)
6τn~
PFQ
(
3
2
,
3 + is
4
;
1
2
,
5
2
;−irνn
)
+
2(1− is)− 2rνns(3 + is) +
2irν
n
3
(
1 + s2
)
1 + 3is
×
1F1
(
3 + is
4
;
3
2
;−irνn
)
+1F1
(
3 + is
4
;
1
2
;−irνn
)
= 0
(18)
4. Time Evolution of the Eigenfunctions of Tγ,s,1
Having computed for the eigenfunctions of Tγ,s,1, we
now proceed to evolve these eigenfunctions over time, in
the same manner that the CTOA operator eigenfunctions
were evolved. We present in this portion of the paper the
results for the time evolution of the odd parity eigenfunc-
tions of Tpi/2,s,1 as well as the time evolution of the even
parity eigenfunctions of T0,s,1 only; similar results can
be obtained when one evolves the other eigenfunctions of
Tγ,s,1.
We first consider the time evolution of the odd parity
eigenfunctions of Tpi/2,s,1. As shown in figure 1a, if s = 0,
ϕ0,1,on,pi/2,ν(q, t) will evolve in such a way that at t = τn, the
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FIG. 2: Plots of the minimum value of the variance σ2(tmin)
of ϕs,1,o
n,pi/2,+
(q, t) corresponding to the first ten eigenvalues as a
function of eigenvalue order (solid line and circular markings)
superimposed over the plots of the value of the variance at the
eigenvalue σ2(τn) as a function of eigenvalue order (broken
line and cross markings) for s = 0 (a), s = 5 (b), s = 10 (c)
and s = 15 (d).
position probability density
∣∣∣ϕ0,1,on,pi/2,ν(q, t)
∣∣∣2 will exhibit
two definite symmetric peaks with a node at the origin;
this behavior leads us to call these eigenfunctions nodal
eigenfunctions of Tpi/2,0,1. At this instant of time, the
position variance of ϕ0,1,on,pi/2,ν(q, t), which we designate as
σ2(t), is a minimum, as shown in figure 2a. One can then
say that at t = ±τn, ϕ
0,1,o
n,pi/2,ν(q, t) has unitarily arrived at
the origin, by virtue of the variance attaining a minimum
value.
However, if s 6= 0, ϕs,1,on,pi/2,ν(q, t) will not unitarily ar-
rive at the origin; this is because, as shown in figures
1b to 1d, the position probability density
∣∣∣ϕs,1,on,pi/2,ν(q, t)
∣∣∣2
will become more diffuse as s increases, and the position
variance of ϕs,1,on,pi/2,ν(q, t), σ
2(t), will achieve a minimum
value at an instant of time not equal to the eigenvalue
corresponding to ϕs,1,on,pi/2,ν(q, t), as shown in figures 2b to
2d. Furthermore, the instant of time when σ2(t) is a min-
imum, tmin, will be farther away from the eigenvalue cor-
responding to ϕs,1,on,pi/2,ν(q, t), τn, as s increases, as shown
in figures 2b to 2d. Hence, we can then conclude that the
physical interpretation of the τ -symmetric solution to the
TE-CCR Tpi/2,0,1 is different from the physical interpre-
tation of the non τ -symmetric solution to the TE-CCR
Tpi/2,s,1. Let us now consider the time evolution of the
even parity eigenfunctions of T0,s,1. For the time reversal
FIG. 3: (Color Online) Quantum carpets generated by
ϕs,1,en,0,+(q, t) corresponding to the eigenvalue closest to t = 0.01
as a function of both position and time, for l = 1 and s = 0
(a), s = 5 (b), s = 10 (c) and s = 15 (d).
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FIG. 4: Plots of the minimum value of the variance σ2(tmin)
of ϕs,1,en,0,+(q, t) corresponding to the first ten eigenvalues as a
function of eigenvalue order (solid line and circular markings)
superimposed over the plots of the value of the variance at the
eigenvalue σ2(τn) as a function of eigenvalue order (broken
line and cross markings) for s = 0 (a), s = 5 (b), s = 10 (c)
and s = 15 (d).
7symmetric solution to the TE-CCR T0,1, its time evolved
even parity eigenfunctions ϕ0,1,en,0,ν(q, t) will evolve in such
a way that at t = τn, the position probability density∣∣∣ϕ0,1,en,0,ν(q, t)
∣∣∣2 will exhibit a single peak centered about
the the origin, as shown in figure 3a; this behavior leads
us to call these eigenfunctions non-nodal eigenfunctions
of T0,1 (to distinguish them from the nodal eigenfunc-
tions). At this instant of time, the variance of ϕ0,1,en,0,ν(q, t)
is a minimum, as shown in figure 4a. One can then say
that at t = τn, ϕ
0,1,o
n,0 (q, t) has unitarily arrived at the ori-
gin, by virtue of the variance attaining a minimum value
and the position expectation value achieving the closest
possible value to zero at this instant of time.
However, if s 6= 0, ϕs,1,en,0,ν(q, t) will not unitarily ar-
rive at the origin; this is because, as shown in figures
3b to 3d, the position probability density
∣∣∣ϕs,1,en,0,ν(q, t)
∣∣∣2
will become more diffuse as s increases, and σ2(t) will
achieve a minimum value at an instant of time not equal
to the eigenvalue corresponding to ϕs,1,en,0,ν(q, t), as shown
in figures 4b to 4d. Furthermore, the instant of time
when σ2(t) is a minimum, tmin, will be farther away from
the eigenvalue corresponding to ϕs,1,en,0,ν(q, t), τn, as s in-
creases, as shown in figures 4B to 4D. Hence, we can then
conclude that the physical interpretation of the time re-
versal symmetric solution to the TE-CCR T0,1 is different
from the physical interpretation of the non time reversal
symmetric solution to the TE-CCR T0,s,1.
IV. EXISTENCE OF MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
TO THE TE-CCR OF DENSE CATEGORY
Having shown that multiple solutions to the TE-CCR
of closed category can be constructed, and having shown
that it is possible to physically distinguish between these
multiple solutions to the TE-CCR of closed category
from each other via τ -symmetry, we proceed to deter-
mine whether the same is true for multiple solutions to
the TE-CCR of dense category.
A. Solutions to the TE-CCR of Dense Category
Let us now consider the second category of solutions
Tγ,α,2 to the TE-CCR. Falling under this category is the
characteristic time operator, or CTO, which was first in-
troduced by Galapon in reference [24] and whose phys-
ical interpretation was given in reference [32]. Now it
has been shown by Galapon in reference [24] that the
CTO can generate an infinite number of self-adjoint and
compact solutions to the TE-CCR of dense category, by
adding a term which commutes with the system’s Hamil-
tonian Hγ . The resulting time operator, which we call
the generalized characteristic time operator (GTO), will
have the following form in position representation:
(Tγ,α,2ϕ) (q) =
∫ l
−l
〈q|Tγ,α,2 |q
′〉ϕ(q′)dq′ (19)
where the kernel 〈q|Tγ,α,2 |q
′〉 of the GTO Tγ,s,2 has the
following explicit form:
〈q|Tγ,α,2 |q
′〉 = i~
+∞∑
k,k′=−∞
′φ
γ
k(q)φ
γ∗
k′ (q
′)
Ek − Ek′
+
∞∑
k=−∞
αkφ
γ
k(q)φ
γ∗
k (q
′) (20)
where the prime in the summation denotes that k 6= k′
and αk is an element of a bounded sequence of real num-
bers α = {αk}
∞
k=1, which we call the α sequence corre-
sponding to the GTO. Note that the first term of equa-
tion 20 is actually the kernel for the CTO, while the sec-
ond term of equation 20 can be shown to commute with
the Hamiltonian of the system. As such, this implies that
the GTO is still a solution to the TE-CCR of dense cat-
egory, with the canonical domain of the GTO identical
to the canonical domain of the CTO. Furthermore, im-
posing appropriate conditions on the elements of the real
valued sequence α, e. g.
∑∞
k=−∞ |αk|
2
<∞ ensures that
equation 20 is square integrable, which means the GTO
is self-adjoint and compact. Because there are an infinite
number of α sequences that can be chosen to ensure that
the GTO is self-adjoint, compact and a solution to the
TE-CCR of dense category, there now arises the question
of whether we can mathematically and physically distin-
guish between multiple GTOs without having to resort
to determining the explicit form of their corresponding
α sequences. We will answer this question in the next
portion of the paper, but before we do so, let us first ex-
amine the physical interpretation of the CTO and how it
can be shown to be mathematically distinct from other
forms of the GTO.
B. Physical interpretation of the CTO and how it
is mathematically distinct from the GTO
The physical interpretation of the CTO was first stated
in reference [32], and was made using the function
Pt[n, n
′] = |〈ϕn′,γ,ν|Ut |ϕn,γ,ν〉|
2 (21)
which is also known as the transition probability, or
the probability that the time evolved CTO eigenfunc-
tions |ϕn,γ,ν(t) 〉 will make a transition to |ϕn′,γ,ν 〉 at
an instant of time t. As shown in figure 5a, the plot of
Pt[n, n
′] as a function of time will have a single, well-
defined peak whose maximum value is numerically close
to, if not equal to, one, at an instant of time tmax; fur-
thermore, the peak will be very narrow, signifying that
any measurement of the instant when |ϕn,γ,ν 〉 will make
8a transition to |ϕn′,γ,ν 〉 will be very accurate. On the
other hand, as shown in figure 6a, plotting tmax as a
function of τn − τn′ will result in a linear graph whose
slope is numerically very close to, if not equal to, one,
with τn − τn′ asymptotically approaching zero, signify-
ing that tmax is numerically very close to, if not equal
to, τn − τn′ . Based on these plots, the CTO can be in-
terpreted as a time operator whose time-evolved eigen-
functions |ϕn,γ,ν(t) 〉 = Ut |ϕn,γ,ν 〉 will make transitions
to other CTO eigenfunctions |ϕn′,γ,ν 〉 at an instant of
time very close to, if not equal to, t = τn − τn′ , the dif-
ference between the eigenvalues corresponding to those
eigenfunctions, so long as the difference between those
eigenvalues asymptotically approaches zero.
Now the CTO and the GTO are distinct from each
other with respect to τ -symmetry. In particular, the
CTO is τ -symmetric; this can be shown by making use of
the observation that Ek,γ = E−k,−γ . However, it can be
shown that the GTO Tγ,α,2 does not satisfy τ -symmetry;
this is due to the presence of the α sequence in the GTO’s
kernel. Hence, we can distinguish between the CTO and
the GTO via τ -symmetry, with the CTO Tγ,2 being τ -
symmetric and the GTO Tγ,α,2 not τ -symmetric. Also,
the α sequence can then be seen as a τ -symmetry break-
ing sequence for a GTO so long as it has nonzero ele-
ments.
C. Physical Implications of τ -Symmetry on the
GTO
We now investigate the effects of the presence or ab-
sence of τ -symmetry in the GTO. To do so, we first com-
pute for the eignfunctions and eigenvalues of a particular
form of the GTO. We then evolve the eigenfunctions of
this GTO, over time, and compare the dynamics of this
GTO with the dynamics of the time-evolved CTO eigen-
functions.
1. Computation of the Eigenvalues and the Eigenfunctions
of the GTO
We compute for the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of
the GTO using the methods presented in reference [32]
to compute for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the
CTO. Specifically, we use the energy representation of
the GTO, which is an infinite matrix whose nondiagonal
elements are identical to the nondiagonal elements of the
energy representation of the CTO. However, the diagonal
elements of the energy representation of the GTO will
have the explicit form
(Tγ,α,2)j,j = αk (22)
which are different from the diagonal elements of the en-
ergy representation of the CTO, which are all equal to
zero. We then truncate the resulting infinite matrix and
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compute for the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the re-
sulting finite truncated matrix. We are assured that the
resulting eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of this truncated
matrix are numerically close to the actual eigenvalues τn
and eigenfunctions
∣∣ϕ0,2n,γ,ν 〉 of the GTO, since the GTO
is a compact operator [34].
2. Time Evolution of the GTO Eigenfunctions
Once we are able to compute for the eigenfunctions of
the GTO, we then proceed to evolve these eigenfunctions
over time, and we utilize the transition probability, whose
explicit form is given by equation 21, in order to de-
termine the probability that a time-evolved GTO eigen-
function Ut
∣∣ϕ0,2n,γ,ν 〉 = ∣∣ϕ0,2n,γ,ν(t) 〉 will make a transition
to another GTO eigenfunction
∣∣ϕ0,2n,γ,ν 〉 . We then com-
pare the resulting transition probabilities corresponding
to the time-evolved GTO eigenfunctions with the transi-
tion probabilities corresponding to the time-evolved CTO
eigenfunctions. The α sequence of the GTO to be con-
sidered in this section is α =
{
E−nk,γ
}∞
k=−∞
, with n ≥ 2
and Ek,γ the energy eigenvalues for the system, which is
not τ -symmetric. This α sequence was chosen in order
to ensure that the kernel for the GTO will remain square
integrable, thus preserving the self-adjointness and com-
pactness of the GTO.
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The results of our analysis of the dynamics of the GTO
eigenfunctions via the transition probability are shown in
figures 5 and 6. Figures 5b to 5d show that the plot of
the transition probability generated by the time-evolved
GTO eigenfunctions will most likely not have a single,
well-defined peak which is localized at a single instant
of time tmax, and if there is such a peak, the height of
the peak will not be very close to or even equal to one.
Furthermore, figures 6b to 6d show that the time when
Pt[n, n
′] will attain a maximum value, tmax, will not be
close to, or even equal to, the difference between the
eigenvalues τn−τn′ corresponding to the GTO eigenfunc-
tions used to compute the transition probability, even if
τn − τn′ → 0. As such, one cannot then physically inter-
pret the GTO T2,α,γ whose corresponding α sequences
will have nonzero elements in the same manner as the
CTO T2,0,γ .
V. DISCUSSION
We have shown in this work that there exist multiple
solutions to the TE-CCR of the same category, which
may be distinguished from each other via particular in-
ternal symmetries involving time reversal, in particular
the symmetry which we call τ -symmetry. We have also
shown that the presence or absence of τ -symmetry in
particular elements of a given set of solutions to the TE-
CCR of the same category can affect the dynamics of
those solutions to the TE-CCR, thus affecting not just
the manner by which we interpret those solutions to the
TE-CCR via the system’s internal unitary dynamics, but
also ensuring that certain τ -symmetric solutions to the
TE-CCR of a given category will be physically distinct
from their non τ -symmetric counterparts within that cat-
egory.
This work, however, raises questions with regards to
the precise role of the system’s internal symmetries in
formulating quantum time observables. In particular,
how exactly are we to interpret non τ -symmetric quan-
tum time observables? More generally, is τ -symmetry
necessary in order to physically interpret quantum time
observables? To be able to answer both of these ques-
tions, it is necessary to further investigate the dynamical
behavior of the non τ -symmetric ATO and GTO, in or-
der for us to be able to determine whether or not one
can still use the system’s internal unitary dynamics to
provide a physical interpretation to the ATO and GTO,
and determine as well whether τ -symmetry, or in general
the internal symmetries of a system, is necessary in order
to formulate solutions to the TE-CCR.
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